
How to easily get started with IRISPowerscan™?
* For complete guidelines, please refer to IRISPowerscan™ 11 User Guide.

Open
When you start IRISPowerscan™ for the first time, you 
are prompted to open one of the Demo projects. 
Double-click on a project to open it.

Create
You can create new projects by 
clicking on Create.

Import/Export
Import or export existing projects 
under zip format. 
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Info
In the Menu Info > Generalities, you 
can find useful information (e.g. License 
number), you can connect to the 
IRISPowerscan™ Server, or you can 
customize logs and notifications 
(Reporting). 

Users and groups management
Go to Info > Users or Groups to manage permissions or 
profiles of groups and users.

Reporting
In Info > Generalities > Reporting, you 
can choose your preferences in terms 
of notifications (via Windows® system 
tray or via email, or both) and log files. 
You can also export diagnostic data or 
statistics. 
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Allows you to use the project

Scan
Click Scan in the Ribbon to execute the 
Capture of your project.

Navigation and Designer modes
The Navigation/Designer buttons allow you to toggle
between Navigation and Designer mode.

Ribbon/Tabs
Edit contains commands that allow you to scan and rearrange documents the result of your capture. 
View contains Settings for the visual aspect. 
File brings you back to the Application Menu.

Navigation Explorer
Batch/Document/Page based hierarchy. 

Viewer
You can see the thumbnails of your scanned documents 
and pages. You can view an entire page by double-clicking 
on it and edit it via the View tab.  You can resize the 
thumbnails by pressing CTRL+ mouse wheel. 

Fields pane
Index fields are displayed. You can verify extracted data 
or manually edit index fields. 

Process
Click Process in the Ribbon to execute the 
Validation and/or Export of your batch.
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Allows you to use the project

CTRL + W
This keyboard shortcut allows you to toggle the focus 
from the Navigation Explorer (1) to the Viewer (2), 
from the Viewer (2) to the Fields pane (3) and then
back to the Navigation Explorer (1).

Up and down arrows (on keyboard)
The up and down arrow keys allow you to move 
up or move down in the Navigation Explorer. 

OCR on the fly
You can do OCR ‘on the fly’ by selecting any text, barcode 
or zone. You can also double click on something. 

Drag and drop OCR
Drag and drop OCR is done by clicking first inside an index 
field, then making an OCR ‘on the fly’ on the image in the 
Viewer. The content of the zone is filled in in the index field.
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Allows you to Configure the project

Sequential process
Each page scanned goes sequentially 
through all the steps from Operations to 
Output (from top to bottom).

Navigation and Designer modes
The Navigation/Designer buttons allow you to toggle 
between Navigation and Designer mode.

Ribbon/Tabs
Edit allows you to create or delete configuration elements.
View allows you to adjust the view of Sample images. 
File brings you back to the Application Menu.

Properties / Sources
Set the properties of your project  and its 
sources (scanner, folder…)

Conditions/Expressions
Conditions are used for defining how and 
when batches, documents and pages are 
created and processed.
Expressions are used for batch and 
document naming, indexing, etc

Operations
Power Image Processing (PIP) allows all 
image processing defined here to run in 
parallel (no condition on execution, 
enabled no matter what on each page). 
The other Data extractions and/or Image 
Processing defined outside PIP are run 
sequentially. 

Data sources
You can define list of values or configure data sources

Parameters
You can customize the parameters of your project
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Allows you to Configure the project

Copy / paste into Designer mode
To easily configure your project by creating zones, separations or image processing, you can scan documents, copy them from the Navigation mode and 
paste them into the Designer sample images (Designer > Images)

Scan and copy Paste and configure
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Allows you to Configure the project

Automation
You can set the three activities, Capture, Validation and Export, as a 
Service to automate them (cf. Unattended mode). 
Designer > Properties > Activities
Note: To set the Export as a service, the background processing feature 
is required. 
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